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ABSTRACT
We analyze new SCUBA-2 submillimeter and archival SPIRE far-infrared imaging of a z = 1.62 cluster,
Cl 0218.3−0510, which lies in the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey/Ultra-Deep Survey field of the SCUBA-2
Cosmology Legacy Survey. Combining these tracers of obscured star-formation activity with the extensive
photometric and spectroscopic information available for this field, we identify 31 far-infrared/submillimeter-
detected probable cluster members with bolometric luminosities 1012 L and show that by virtue of their dust
content and activity, these represent some of the reddest and brightest galaxies in this structure. We exploit
ALMA submillimeter continuum observations, which cover one of these sources, to confirm the identification of a
SCUBA-2-detected ultraluminous star-forming galaxy in this structure. Integrating the total star-formation activity
in the central region of the structure, we estimate that it is an order of magnitude higher (in a mass-normalized
sense) than clusters at z ∼ 0.5–1. However, we also find that the most active cluster members do not reside in the
densest regions of the structure, which instead host a population of passive and massive, red galaxies. We suggest
that while the passive and active populations have comparable near-infrared luminosities at z = 1.6, MH ∼ −23,
the subsequent stronger fading of the more active galaxies means that they will evolve into passive systems at
the present day that are less luminous than the descendants of those galaxies that were already passive at z ∼ 1.6
(MH ∼ −20.5 and MH ∼ −21.5, respectively, at z ∼ 0). We conclude that the massive galaxy population in the
dense cores of present-day clusters were already in place at z = 1.6 and that in Cl 0218.3−0510 we are seeing
continuing infall of less extreme, but still ultraluminous, star-forming galaxies onto a pre-existing structure.
Key words: cosmology: observations – galaxies: clusters: individual (Cl0218.3−0510) – galaxies: evolution –
galaxies: formation
Online-only material: color figures
1. INTRODUCTION
Luminous ellipticals in the central regions of rich clusters
are the most massive galaxies (1011 M) at the present day.
The stars in these galaxies are metal-rich, old, and surprisingly
uniform: spectral analysis of typical L∗ ellipticals indicates
luminosity-weighted ages of ∼8–11 Gyr and hints that those
at larger radii in clusters may be slightly younger (e.g., Nelan
et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2012). This homogeneity in their
stellar populations means that these galaxies show a “red
sequence”—a tight correlation between luminosity and color
that can be traced in clusters out to high redshifts (e.g., Ellis
et al. 1997). The existence of a red sequence of passive galaxies
in a cluster signals that most of these galaxies were formed
at least ∼1–2 Gyr prior to the epoch at which the cluster is
observed, although the presence of dust-reddened, star-forming
galaxies can confuse this interpretation.
Red galaxy sequences have been used to identify rare,
massive clusters out to z ∼ 1.5 (e.g., Gladders & Yee 2005;
Papovich et al. 2010; Demarco et al. 2010; Muzzin et al.
2013). However, in most clusters at z > 1, they are sparsely
populated (especially at fainter luminosities; e.g., Blakeslee
et al. 2003). This suggests that z ∼ 1 is the epoch where galaxies
in high-density environments were evolving onto these passive
sequences. The striking decline in the galaxy population on the
passive red sequence at z > 1 implies a corresponding increase
in the population of massive, star-forming galaxies in clusters at
these epochs. Moreover, the metal-rich stars in local ellipticals
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suggest that this early phase of star formation is dust enshrouded
and so best identified in the mid-/far-infrared.
Building upon early mid-infrared studies with Infrared Space
Observatory (e.g., Coia et al. 2005), the MIPS instrument
onboard Spitzer allowed the first deep, truly panoramic mid-
infrared searches for obscured starburst activity in distant
clusters (e.g., Geach et al. 2006; Fadda et al. 2008; Haines et al.
2009; Biviano et al. 2011). These studies found an increasing
frequency of mid-infrared starbursts on the outskirts of clusters
out to z∼ 0.5. This is believed to represent the continued infall of
star-forming galaxies into the clusters and their transformation
into passive spheroids. Surveys of higher-redshift clusters trace
the continuing increase in the star formation in clusters to at
least z ∼ 1 (Bai et al. 2007; Saintonge et al. 2008; Finn et al.
2010; Koyama et al. 2010; Webb et al. 2013) and potentially
beyond (e.g., Koyama et al. 2013; Kubo et al. 2013).
Beyond z ∼ 1, the mid-infrared provides an increasingly
unreliable estimate of total star formation in the most obscured
systems (e.g., Calzetti et al. 2006; Hainline et al. 2009) and so we
instead need to employ far-infrared and submillimeter (submm)
tracers. Small-area submm surveys of the cores of massive
clusters at z ∼ 0.2–0.5 have confirmed that, apart from activity
associated with a few central cluster galaxies (Edge et al. 1999),
these regions are indeed devoid of dusty, ultraluminous galaxies.
However, submm surveys of the core regions of z > 0.5–1
clusters have uncovered a population of ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs) in these environments (Best 2002; Webb
et al. 2005; Noble et al. 2012). These surveys used SCUBA
to map ∼2′-diameter (∼1 Mpc) fields in the cores of around
a dozen clusters at z ∼ 1 and found a substantial number of
ultraluminous starburst galaxies. The resulting 850 μm counts in
these regions exceed the field by ∼3–4 × (Best 2002; Noble et al.
2012), suggesting that obscured starburst activity is increasingly
common in cluster cores at z ∼ 1. Indeed, the Herschel satellite
has expanded the number of sensitive far-infrared surveys for
ULIRGs in distant clusters, strengthening the evidence for a
continued rise out to at least z ∼ 1, with a few rare examples at
z ∼ 1.4–1.6 (Popesso et al. 2012; Santos et al. 2013; Pintos-
Castro et al. 2013; Alberts et al. 2014).
With the SPIRE instrument (Griffin et al. 2010) on Herschel
and the new SCUBA-2 camera (Holland et al. 2013) on
the JCMT, we can significantly improve our understanding
of ultraluminous activity in the most distant clusters. These
instruments allow sensitive far-infrared/submm surveys over
the wide areas necessary to determine if there is a continued
increase in the starburst population outside cluster cores (as
seen in the mid-infrared studies at lower redshift). We have
therefore exploited new deep submm and far-infrared imaging
from SCUBA-2 and SPIRE of the field around the cluster
Cl 0218.3−0510 at z = 1.62 to investigate the active galaxy
populations in this region.
Cl 0218.3−0510 was first identified through both an overden-
sity of red galaxies in the SWIRE survey’s Spitzer IRAC imaging
of the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) Ultra-Deep
Survey (UDS) field and as a potentially distant X-ray source in
XMM-Newton imaging (Papovich et al. 2010; Finoguenov et al.
2010; Tanaka et al. 2010). It has been extensively studied (Pierre
et al. 2012; Rudnick et al. 2012; Papovich et al. 2012; Tadaki
et al. 2012); most notably, Tran et al. (2010) used 24 μm imag-
ing from Spitzer MIPS to identify an apparent increase in the
star-forming fraction in the highest density environments, the
reverse of what is universally seen in clusters at lower redshifts.
However, the interpretation in terms of star formation of the
mid-infrared emission from galaxies in this z ∼ 1.62 structure is
particularly difficult as the MIPS 24 μm filter samples not only
the redshifted polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) feature
at 7.7 μm, which is expected to trace star formation, but also
the 9.7 μm silicate absorption feature that is strong in obscured
active galactic nuclei (AGNs) or particularly dense starbursts.
The goal of this work is therefore is to build upon these earlier
studies by undertaking a survey of the far-infrared and submm
emission from luminous star-forming galaxies within the cluster
and its surroundings and so investigate the evolutionary state of
the galaxy populations in this structure.
We note that two days before this paper was accepted, a
similar analysis was presented by Santos et al. (2014), using
similar SPIRE, MIPS, photometric and [O ii] samples. The
main differences between the two analyses are that we include
SCUBA-2 in our far-infrared analysis, radio and MIPS catalogs
in our deblending and an independent photometric redshift
analysis. Santos et al. come to broadly similar conclusions to
those presented here.
In Section 2, we describe the new and archival observations
used in our analysis. In Section 3, we present our analysis
and results, while in Section 4 we discuss these and give our
main conclusions. In our analysis, we assume a cosmology with
ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73, and H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, giving an
angular scale of 8.6 kpc arcsec−1 at z = 1.62 and an age of the
universe at this redshift of 4.0 Gyr. All quoted magnitudes are
in the AB system and errors on median values are derived from
bootstrap resampling.
2. OBSERVATIONS, REDUCTION, AND ANALYSIS
Our analysis involves both SCUBA-2 850 μm observations
and Herschel SPIRE maps at 250–500 μm to provide a census
of the far-infrared/submm population in our survey area. To
locate the counterparts to these sources (where the maps have
relatively poor spatial resolution), we also use observations at
higher spatial resolution in the radio and mid-infrared from the
Very Large Array (VLA) and Spitzer, respectively. Finally, to
determine if these counterparts are probable members of the
z = 1.6 structure in this field, we use redshift information from
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts, as well as narrowband
imaging of this field. We now describe each of these elements
of the analysis.
2.1. SCUBA-2
As part of the SCUBA-2 Cosmology Legacy Survey (S2CLS),
observations with SCUBA-2 were obtained in Band 2 and upper-
Band 3 weather conditions (τ225 GHz = 0.05–0.10) between 2011
October and 2013 February. To date, these total 130 hours
of on-sky integration. The field center for the S2CLS UDS
observations is 02 17 49.2, −05 05 54 (J2000) to ensure
maximum overlap with the existing UKIDSS/UDS coverage
of this field (Lawrence et al. 2007). The S2CLS observations
employ a 3300′′-diameter pong pattern to uniformly cover the
full field.
The 195 individual 40 min 850 μm scans are reduced using
the map maker from the smurf package (Jenness et al. 2011;
Chapin et al. 2013). This involves the raw data being first flat
fielded using ramps bracketing every science observation and
then scaling the data to units of pW. The dynamic iterative map
maker assumes that the signal recorded by a bolometer is a
linear combination of: (1) a common-mode signal dominated
by atmospheric water and ambient thermal emission, (2) the
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astronomical signal (attenuated by atmospheric extinction), and
(3) a noise term, reflecting any additional signal not accounted
for by (1) or (2). The map maker attempts to solve for these
components, refining the model until convergence is met, an
acceptable tolerance has been reached, or a fixed number of
iterations has been exhausted. This yields time series signals
for each bolometer that ought to comprise just the astronomical
signal, corrected for extinction, plus noise.
Filtering of the time series is performed in the frequency do-
main, with bandpass filters equivalent to angular scales of θ =
2′′–120′′. The reduction also includes the usual filtering steps of
spike removal (>10σ deviations in a moving boxcar) and DC
step corrections. The signal from each bolometer’s time series is
then projected onto a map, using the scan pattern, with the con-
tribution to a given pixel weighted according to its time-domain
variance (which is also used to estimate the χ2 tolerance in the
fit derived by the map maker). Throughout the iterative map-
making process, bad bolometers (those significantly deviating
from the model) are flagged and do not contribute to the final
map. Maps from independent scans are coadded in an optimal
stack using the variance of the data contributing to each pixel
to weight spatially aligned pixels. The average exposure time
per 4′′ pixel in the central ∼0.9 deg diameter region is ∼1.5 ks.
Finally, since we are interested in (generally faint) extragalac-
tic point sources, we apply a beam-matched filter to improve
point-source detectability, resulting in a map with a noise level
of 1.9 mJy rms.
For calibration, we adopt the sky opacity relation for
SCUBA-2 that has been obtained by fitting extinction models
to hundreds of standard calibrators observed since the commis-
sioning of SCUBA-2 (Dempsey et al. 2013). The flux calibration
for SCUBA-2 data has been examined by analyzing all flux cal-
ibration observations since the summer of 2011 until the date of
observation. The derived beam-matched flux conversion factor
(FCF) has been found to be reasonably stable over this period
and the average FCFs agree (within error) with those derived
from the subset of standard calibrators observed on the nights of
the observations presented here. Therefore, we have adopted the
canonical calibration of FCF850 = 537 ± 26 Jy beam−1 pW−1
here. A correction of ∼10% is included in order to compen-
sate for flux lost due to filtering in the blank-field map. This is
estimated by inserting a bright Gaussian point source into the
time stream of each observation to measure the response of the
model source to filtering.
To identify the submm sources, we search the beam-
convolved signal-to-noise ratio map for pixels above a threshold
>Σthresh. If a pixel is found, we record the peak-pixel sky co-
ordinate, flux density, and noise and mask out a circular region
equivalent to ∼1.5 × the size of the 15′′ beam at 850 μm. We
then reduce Σthresh by a small amount and repeat the search. The
catalog limit, below which we no longer trust the reality of “de-
tections,” is the signal-to-noise level at which the contamination
rate due to false detections (expected from pure Gaussian noise)
exceeds 5%, corresponding to a significance of σ ∼ 3.75 (we
confirm this using the simulations described next). We detect 97
discrete point sources above this significance within the survey
area used in this analysis (Figure 1).
The completeness of our catalog is estimated by injecting
artificial point sources into a blank map with the same noise
properties as our real map. To create this map, we apply a
jackknife approach and randomly invert half of the individual
time series before coaddition (e.g., Weiß et al. 2009). The
recovery rate of 105 sources (inserted in groups of 10 with fluxes
drawn from a uniform distribution) then gives the completeness
function. These simulated maps also allow us to estimate the
noise-dependent flux boosting that occurs for sources with true
fluxes close to the noise limit of the map and so we can determine
a statistical correction to de-boost the fluxes measured of sources
in the real map; typically, this correction is B < 10%. Finally,
the source detection algorithm is applied to each of the jackknife
maps with no fake sources injected in order to evaluate the false
positive rate, which we find to be 5%, in agreement with the
false detection rate expected for a map of this size assuming
fluctuations from pure Gaussian noise.
We also stack both the SCUBA-2 maps and the SPIRE
maps described below to derive statistical measurements of
the typical far-infrared/submm luminosities of the less active
cluster populations. This stacking involves extracting thumbnail
maps around each source to be stacked and then median
combining these, before measuring the average source flux for
the sample.
2.2. Radio and MIPS 24 μm
In our analysis, we are seeking to identify far-infrared/submm
sources that are potential members of the z = 1.6 structure
around Cl 0218.3−0510. The spatial resolution of the far-
infrared/submm data is typically poor (15′′–30′′ FWHM) and
several of these maps are also confused. Hence, to locate the
sources of emission at these wavelengths, we need to use obser-
vations with higher spatial resolution, but in wavebands where
there is likely to be a correspondence with the far-infrared/
submm emission. The most commonly employed proxies for
this purpose are the radio and mid-infrared (e.g., Ivison et al.
1998, 2004). We therefore use catalogs of sources detected at
1.4 GHz with the VLA and at 24 μm using Spitzer.
UDS20 is a VLA 1.4 GHz survey of the UDS field and the
reduction, analysis, and the full catalog of sources from the sur-
vey are presented in V. Arumugam et al. (2013, in preparation).
The observations comprise a mosaic of 14 pointings covering
a total area of ∼1.3 deg2 centered on the UDS and build upon
the earlier A-array observations of this field in Simpson et al.
(2006). UDS20 employs 160 hr of integration with the VLA in
A, B, and C–D configurations at 1.4 GHz, yielding an almost
constant rms noise of ∼10 μJy across the full field (<8 μJy
at the field center) and a beam size of 1.′′8 FWHM. There are
∼5100 sources detected at >4σ significance within the UDS.
The UDS was also surveyed in the mid-infrared for the Spitzer
Legacy Program SpUDS (PI: J. Dunlop). The SpUDS imaging
covers the entire UDS survey area using both the IRAC (3.6,
4.5, 5.8, and 8 μm) and MIPS (24 μm) cameras. Reduced maps
and source catalogs released by SpUDS can be found online.17
The MIPS image has an effective 1σ depth of ∼8 μJy and we
use the SpUDS catalog based on this image in our search for
counterparts to the far-infrared/submm sources in this field. The
IRAC imaging from SpUDS is also an important addition in the
derivation of photometric redshifts for sources in the UDS field
(see Section 2.4).
2.3. SPIRE/Herschel
SPIRE 250, 350, and 500 μm observations of the UDS were
taken as part of the Herschel Multi-tiered Extra-galactic Survey
(HerMES) guaranteed time program (Oliver et al. 2012). The
total exposure time for the UDS was 37.8 ks, broken into 5.4
ks blocks. For each observation, we retrieved the Level 2 data
17 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/SpUDS/
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Figure 1. Left: the spatial distribution of members and probable members of the structure associated with the z = 1.6 cluster Cl 0218.3−0510 in the UKIDSS/UDS
field. The area shown corresponds to the region surveyed by Tadaki et al. (2012) using SuprimeCam on Subaru and a narrowband filter with a wavelength corresponding
to redshifted [O ii] at z = 1.62. Their photometrically selected [O ii]-emitting cluster members are plotted and we also show the other active cluster populations,
including MIPS and radio sources, the far-infrared-detected examples of this population, the SCUBA-2-detected subset of these, and the potential [O ii] companions to
five submm sources. We highlight the candidate SCUBA-2-detected source whose identification as a member has been confirmed by ALMA continuum observations
(J. M. Simpson et al., in preparation). The background grayscale is the smoothed density distribution (smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 1.7 Mpc) of
photometrically identified cluster members from Hartley et al. (2013). In addition, we show B < 13.5 stars in the field that are sufficiently bright that they impede the
detection of faint galaxies in their vicinity. Finally, the cross marks the cluster position from Papovich et al. (2010) with the large circle around it showing the 2 Mpc
radius region used in the analysis of the integrated SFR in Section 3.2. Right: a comparison of the photometric redshift distributions for the full field shown on the
left. We show the distributions of all galaxies in the photometric redshift catalog (see Section 2.4), the SPIRE-detected sources (for those detected at 250, 350, and
500 μm), and those sources detected by SCUBA-2, as well as the photometric redshift range used to select members (horizontal bar). All three populations show a
spike at z ∼ 1.65 corresponding to the cluster and we can use the average source density across the whole redshift range to assess the contamination due to unrelated
interlopers of 40%–60%.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
product from the Herschel European Space Agency archive and
aligned and coadded the maps. The final combined maps reach
1σ noise levels of 2.3, 2.0, and 2.7 mJy at 250, 350, and 500 μm,
respectively (see Oliver et al. 2012). To match the SPIRE maps
to the astrometric reference frame of the radio map, we stacked
the SPIRE maps at the VLA radio positions, centroiding the
stacked emission and deriving shifts of Δ < 1.′′5, which we
apply to each map.
These deep SPIRE maps have coarse beams and are heav-
ily confused, hence to measure reliable far-infrared fluxes we
need to deblend them. We employ catalogs of Spitzer 24 μm
and 1.4 GHz VLA sources (detected at >5σ ) and remove any
sources within 1.′′5 of each other as duplicates) to construct a
master “prior” catalog to deblend the SPIRE maps. We use a
Monte Carlo algorithm to deblend the maps and give a short
description of this here (it is described in full in Swinbank et al.
(2014), which also describes the extensive tests and simula-
tions employed to confirm its reliability).18 We split the area
up into smaller sub-areas for deblending and fit beams at the
positions of sources from our prior catalog, optimizing their
amplitudes to best match the map. To ensure that we do not
“over-deblend” the longer wavelength maps (where the beam is
larger), when deblending the 350 μm map, we only include
sources from the prior catalog that are detected at >2σ at
250 μm as priors for the 350 μm deblending (and similarly,
for the 500 μm map, we only include sources detected at >2σ
at 350 μm). Appropriate errors and limits for non-detections
are derived from simulations. Swinbank et al. (2014) de-
scribe the simulations and comparisons with published catalogs
that are used to confirm the reliability of their analysis. For UDS,
these indicate 3σ detection limits of 9.2, 10.6, and 12.2 mJy at
250, 350, and 500μm, respectively (comparable to those derived
18 The stacked and deblended images and catalogs of deblended sources are
all available at http://www.astro.dur.ac.uk/∼ams/HSODeblend/.
from the XID deblending procedure employed by HerMES; see
Roseboom et al. 2010).
2.4. Redshifts
To support our analysis, we have gathered redshift informa-
tion for confirmed and probable members of the z= 1.6 structure
from a number of sources.
2.4.1. Confirmed Members: [O ii] Narrowband Imaging
Tadaki et al. (2012) studied the star-forming galaxy popula-
tion in the z = 1.6 structure through their redshifted [O ii] 3727
emission, as detected in narrowband imaging (NB973) with
SuprimeCam/Subaru taken by Ota et al. (2010). The NB973
filter (λc = 9755 Å, Δλ = 202 Å FWHM, using the zR filter
for continuum correction) covers [O ii] line emission at z =
1.590–1.644. This corresponds to ∼6000 km s−1 in the rest-
frame, which is sufficient to encompass the spectroscopically
identified members (see the next section) without including
galaxies at significantly different redshifts. The stacked NB973
image has a total integration time of 5.5 hr in 1.′′0 seeing, reach-
ing a 5σ limiting magnitude of 25.4 in a 2.′′0 diameter aperture
and covers a total area of 830 arcmin2, corresponding to a survey
volume of 1.4 × 105 Mpc3. More details of the data reduction
and analysis can be found in Tadaki et al. (2012) and Ota et al.
(2010).
We adopt the survey region from Tadaki et al. (2012), which
is roughly centered on the peak of the z = 1.6 structure, to
define the area used in our study (Figure 1). This allows us to
compare the obscured star-forming population in the structure
with their survey of the less-obscured population across a range
in local galaxy density. We employ the Tadaki et al. catalog,
but with a simple optical/near-infrared color selection applied
to remove contamination, instead of the photometric redshifts
used in Tadaki et al. (2012), to reduce possible biases against
4
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obscured sources. The resulting catalog has a total of 441 likely
[O ii]-emitters in the z = 1.6 structure that we include in our
analysis.
2.4.2. Confirmed Members: UDSz and Archival Spectroscopy
The UDS field has significant archival spectroscopy, includ-
ing surveys specifically targeting the members of the z = 1.6
cluster (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2010), AGNs in
the field (Pierre et al. 2012), and the general galaxy population
(Simpson et al. 2012, and references therein). One significant
element of the latter is the recently completed UDSz ESO Large
Programme (PI: O. Almaini). UDSz obtained spectra for ∼3500
K-band selected sources across the full UDS field using the Very
Large Telescope/VIMOS and FORS2 spectrographs. A descrip-
tion of the target selection, reduction, and analysis of UDSz is
given in Bradshaw et al. (2013), with further details provided in
O. Almaini et al. (in preparation).
For our analysis, we rely on a compilation of redshifts
from UDSz, supplemented by a small number of unpublished
redshifts (S. Chapman 2013, private communication) and the
archival spectroscopy from Papovich et al. (2010), Tanaka et al.
(2010), and Pierre et al. (2012).
2.4.3. Probable Members: UDS Photometric Redshifts
Finally, our analysis employs photometric redshifts for galax-
ies in the UDS to isolate possible cluster members. While much
less precise than the redshift information provided from the
samples described above, the photometric redshifts obviously
benefit from their uniform coverage of the field, as well as from
the relatively deeper limiting magnitude to which redshift infor-
mation can be obtained.
The photometric redshifts used here are described in Hartley
et al. (2013) (see also Lani et al. 2013 and Simpson et al.
2012). The photometric basis of these redshifts is the deep
near-infrared imaging of the 0.8 deg2 from the UDS element
of the UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007) using WFCAM on
UKIRT. The DR8 release was used, with imaging reaching
median depths of J = 24.9, H = 24.2, and K = 24.6 (5σ ,
2′′ apertures).19 These near-infrared images are supplemented
by the IRAC mid-infrared observations from the SpUDS Spitzer
Legacy Programme (see Section 2.2), as well as optical imaging
covering the whole field with SuprimeCam on Subaru. The latter
data were obtained by Furusawa et al. (2008) for the Subaru/
XMM-Newton Deep Survey and comprise B, V, Rc, i ′, and z′
data reaching 5σ limits (in 2′′ diameter aperture) of B = 27.6,
V = 27.2, R = 27.0, i ′ = 27.0, and z′ = 26.0. The full
UDS was also imaged in the u-band with MegaCam on CFHT
(O. Almaini et al., in preparation) to a 5σ depth of u′ = 26.75.
Together, these observations provide uBVRci ′z′JHK , plus 3.6
and 4.5 μm photometry for a K  24.5-limited sample.
The photometric redshift estimates are based onEAZY
(Brammer et al. 2008). This code was applied in a two-step
process where an initial calibration of the redshifts was de-
rived for a sample of ∼2100 galaxies with reliable spectro-
scopic redshifts (archival and from UDSz; see Section 2.4.2)
and excluding AGNs, to determine zero-point offsets between
the photometric system of UDS and that used for the templates
employed inEAZY, deriving offsets of0.05 mag in all filters,
except for u′. The templates library used in the fitting consists
of the standardEAZY templates, plus a slightly reddened ver-
sion (AV = 0.1) of the bluest star-forming template, employing
19 http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/wsa/
the Pei (1992) parameterization of the Small Magellanic Cloud
extinction law. Based on this calibration, they obtained a nor-
malized median absolute deviation estimate of the dispersion of
σNMAD(zspec − zphot/(1 + zspec)) = 0.031 for the spectroscopic
training set. More details of the analysis and testing of the pho-
tometric redshift catalog can be found in Hartley et al. (2013).
2.5. Matching
As stated above, for reasons of uniformity, we restrict our
analysis to the region of the UDS covered by the Tadaki et al.
(2012) narrowband [O ii] survey: a 0.45 × 0.55 deg patch
demarcated by a rectangle with vertices [34.250, −5.450] and
[34.800, −5.000]; see Figure 1. This is roughly centered on the
peak of the galaxy density in the z = 1.6 structure (Figure 1)
and also covers lower-density regions in the outskirts of this
structure. Within this region from our input catalogs, there are
97, 850 μm sources, 402 1.4 GHz sources, 891 MIPS 24 μm
sources, and 441 [O ii] emitters.
To determine the membership of the structure, we define a
spectroscopic range of z = 1.61–1.66, using the limits of the
overdensity in the field in a redshift histogram of the available
spectroscopy. With this definition of membership, there are 14
spectroscopic sources from UDSz in the structure (of which four
have matches in the [O ii] sample). The archival spectroscopy
of this field yields another 17 (after removing two that are
duplicated in UDSz); 10 of these have matches in the [O ii]
sample. Hence, in total, we have 31 spectroscopic members of
the structure in our survey area, of which 14 are [O ii] emitters.
We are forced to adopt a broader range in photometric red-
shift than that used for the spectroscopic sample (and hence also
broader than the dispersion in redshift expected for virialized
members of a cluster) due to the uncertainties in the photometric
redshifts. This choice is a trade-off between minimizing the con-
tamination by interlopers and maximizing the number of true
cluster members selected. For the photometric redshift bound-
aries, we aim for a conservative cut (to reduce false matches)
and so select zph = 1.59–1.71. We find that 15/31 (48%) of
the UDSz/archival members have photometric redshifts in this
range and, based on the average source densities across z =
1.3–2.0, we estimate potential contamination in our sample by
interlopers of 40%–60% (Figure 1). Hence, the interloper frac-
tion roughly balances the incompleteness due to the photometric
redshift errors. This selection criterion results in 2793 photomet-
ric members of the structure from the UDS photometric catalog
of Hartley et al. (2013) within our survey region. Of these, 207
are in the [O ii] sample, 10 are in the archival spectroscopic
sample, and 12 are in the UDSz spectroscopic sample. Thus,
combining the spectroscopic, [O ii], and photometric samples,
there are 3031 members or probable members of the z = 1.6
structure within our survey area.
As stated earlier, to circumvent the poor resolution of the
submm catalogs of this region from SCUBA-2 and SPIRE,
as is standard in this field, we make use of more precisely
located proxies to identify likely sources for this emission: radio
and MIPS sources (e.g., Biggs et al. 2011). These catalogs are
exploited in different ways for SCUBA-2 and SPIRE. Due to
its depth and the 850 μm source counts, the SCUBA-2 map
is not confused and so we simply use the source catalog from
these data and then associate detected sources with MIPS or
radio counterparts using a probabilistic test, following Biggs
et al. (2011). We adopt a definition of robust counterparts of a
matching probability of P  0.05 and search for counterparts
within a maximum 8′′ search radius (Ivison et al. 2007).
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Table 1
Properties of SMGs
ID R.A. Decl. zphot S1.4 GHz S24 μm z′ H 4.5 μm S250 μm S350 μm S500 μm S850 μm Td Lbol
(J2000) (μJy) (μJy) (AB) (AB) (AB) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (K) (1012 L)
4 34.77112 −5.16960 1.63 · · · 875.4 23.34 21.57 20.33 11 ± 3 15 ± 3 <12 <7 30 ± 5 0.8+1.4−0.6
11 34.50192 −5.12132 1.67 · · · 581.2 24.83 23.17 21.38 14 ± 3 15 ± 3 <12 <7 34 ± 7 1.1+2.2−0.8
12 34.53913 −5.12828 1.68 99.8 · · · 24.26 22.54 21.39 31 ± 4 25 ± 4 16 ± 4 <7 34 ± 4 2.1+2.2−1.2
14 34.33656 −5.14899 1.66 · · · 586.4 23.76 21.88 21.06 15 ± 3 16 ± 3 13 ± 4 <7 28 ± 3 0.9+1.0−0.5
15 34.44959 −5.14940 1.69 147.5 347.1 24.17 22.27 20.60 42 ± 5 30 ± 4 12 ± 3 <7 43 ± 6 4+5−3
16 34.54811 −5.15113 1.70 275.8 · · · 25.47 23.07 21.19 21 ± 3 14 ± 3 <12 <7 44 ± 12 2+7−2
17 34.28927 −5.15375 1.66 · · · 373.7 23.83 22.09 20.45 11 ± 3 11 ± 3 16 ± 4 <7 25 ± 3 0.7+0.7−0.4
26 34.50498 −5.24101 1.67 · · · 483.2 24.61 22.67 20.91 19 ± 3 22 ± 4 <12 <7 35 ± 6 1.5+2.6−1.1
28 34.69529 −5.24341 1.64 97.5 · · · 24.25 21.92 20.35 14 ± 3 14 ± 3 <12 <7 34 ± 7 1.0+2.2−0.8
29 34.40054 −5.25554 1.67 115.1 361.8 23.74 21.99 20.25 29 ± 4 28 ± 4 16 ± 4 6 ± 1 29 ± 2 1.7+1.2−0.8
30 34.66084 −5.26395 1.67 · · · 451.4 23.05 21.83 21.10 24 ± 3 19 ± 3 16 ± 4 <7 32 ± 4 1.6+1.7−0.9
33 34.26542 −5.27759 1.67 110.5 550.4 24.85 22.44 20.39 44 ± 5 37 ± 5 22 ± 4 <7 35 ± 4 3.2+2.9−1.7
37 34.70097 −5.30141 1.67 125.2 435.0 24.39 22.22 20.61 30 ± 4 31 ± 4 21 ± 4 9 ± 1 26 ± 2 1.8+1.0−0.7
39 34.66438 −5.30628 1.60 86.1 · · · 25.46 23.40 21.88 23 ± 3 12 ± 3 <12 <7 53 ± 20 4+18−3
40 34.30795 −5.32148 1.66 106.5 1052.8 23.59 21.39 19.51 48 ± 5 40 ± 5 27 ± 5 10 ± 1 29 ± 2 2.8+1.5−1.0
42 34.68115 −5.33646 1.66 61.7 · · · 24.93 23.28 22.20 12 ± 3 17 ± 3 <12 <7 30 ± 5 0.8+1.4−0.6
44 34.30778 −5.36366 1.69 · · · 948.8 24.16 22.47 20.64 36 ± 4 30 ± 4 26 ± 5 <7 32 ± 3 2.4+2.1−1.3
48 34.64560 −5.41950 1.66 · · · 573.6 24.21 22.06 20.19 25 ± 4 26 ± 4 12 ± 4 <7 33 ± 5 1.7+1.7−1.0
51 34.25920 −5.44522 1.69 · · · 445.2 24.78 22.89 20.99 13 ± 3 11 ± 3 <12 <7 33 ± 7 0.9+2.2−0.7
52 34.53305 −5.02929 1.66 301.1 392.8 25.05 22.92 20.85 11 ± 3 19 ± 3 17 ± 4 <7 24 ± 2 0.8+0.7−0.4
57 34.30774 −5.05717 1.70 · · · 651.2 24.57 22.81 21.06 30 ± 4 20 ± 3 <12 6 ± 1 36 ± 6 2.1+3.0−1.5
58 34.41113 −5.06099 1.69 206.9 589.4 24.44 22.42 20.48 31 ± 4 27 ± 10 <12 7 ± 1 37 ± 6 2.4+3.9−1.7
MIPS · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5.2 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 1.0 3.4 ± 1.3 0.1 ± 0.5 33 ± 6 0.4+0.6−0.3
[O ii] · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.7 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.4 0.10 ± 0.06 29 ± 5 0.04+0.07−0.03
Based on recent ALMA observations of submm sources from
similar-resolution data, we expect this probability cut to provide
a relatively pure (>80% correct) but incomplete sample of
identifications for the submm sources (Hodge et al. 2013). In
contrast, the deeper SPIRE maps of the UDS field are confused
and so we derive fluxes or limits on the emission using the
deblended catalog described in Section 2.3. This process then
results in far-infrared/submm fluxes or limits for the emission
from each source in the combined radio and MIPS catalog.
To identify which sources are members of the z = 1.6 struc-
ture, we then match the MIPS and radio samples to the catalogs
of confirmed or probable members ([O ii], spectroscopic, and
photometric redshifts) with search radii that reflect the uncer-
tainty in the positions of sources (due to resolution and signal-
to-noise issues) and the relative astrometric alignment of the
different samples. We therefore match to the closest counterpart
in the membership catalog within a 1′′ radius (which should yield
<1% false-positive matches). We find 58 members or probable
members that are either radio detected or have bright MIPS
counterparts: 28 MIPS, 19 radio, and 11 MIPS and radio. Of
these, one MIPS source has an archival spectroscopic redshift
(it is an AGN), six sources are narrowband [O ii]-emitters (one
radio, five MIPS, of which two MIPS are also members based
on their photometric redshifts), and the remaining 51 sources
are members based on their photometric redshifts (33 MIPS
detected, 29 radio, and 11 both MIPS and radio).
Of the 58 MIPS- or radio-selected members, 31 have de-
tectable 250 μm emission in the SPIRE map and 22 are de-
tected in two or more bands and so can have spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) fitted; the details of these sources are given
in Table 1. Five of these also match SCUBA-2 submm sources.20
By chance, one of these five SCUBA-2 sources (#37 in Table 1)
was included in a high-priority Cycle 1 ALMA program to im-
age the 30 bright submm sources from the S2CLS map of the
UDS. These Band 7 (870 μm) continuum observations reach
1σ depths of ∼0.2 mJy and confirm that the MIPS/radio source
with a photometric redshift of zphot = 1.67 we had identified is
indeed a bright submm galaxy (SMG; see Figure 1). This pro-
vides a useful test of the reliability of the identification process
used in our analysis. Full details of the ALMA program are
given in J. M. Simpson et al. (in preparation).
Finally, we have also stacked the emission in the SPIRE
and SCUBA-2 maps from the individually undetected MIPS/
radio cluster members and the [O ii] narrowband sample.
20 An additional SCUBA-2 source matches a non-FIR-detected MIPS
counterpart. Indeed, matching the SCUBA-2 sample directly to the [O ii]
narrowband emitter catalog, we find another five SCUBA-2 sources with
apparent statistical associations, P  0.01, with [O ii] emitters (one matching
a close pair of [O ii] emitters). However, the photometric properties of these
emitters, blue colors and low luminosities, are characteristic of the bulk of the
[O ii] population, rather than the redder and more dusty submm sources (as
shown by the MIPS/radio-identified examples; Figure 3). For this reason, we
believe that these [O ii]-submm associations are likely to indicate that the [O ii]
sources are companions to the true submm emitter and so we cannot use these
to investigate the properties of that population. However, we find no evidence
for an excess of red/luminous sources in the immediate vicinity of these five
apparent [O ii]-submm pairs, nor do they have obvious SPIRE counterparts,
and so while they could represent cold, low-luminosity cluster members we
have chosen to discard them from our analysis.
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Figure 2. True-color VK4.5 μm images of the 31 SPIRE/SCUBA-2-detected cluster members with 24 μm contours overlaid (starting at 3σ of the sky noise and
incremented by 1σ ). The far-infrared/submm sources are typically fairly luminous and exhibit red colors, with roughly half of them showing close companions on
scales of30–50 kpc. Each panel is 18.′′6 square (160 kpc at z = 1.6) and the tick marks are every 2′′ with north up and east to the left. The green squares mark those
sources with radio counterparts, the SCUBA-2 detected sources are 29, 37, 40, 57, and 58, and we show the ALMA 870 μm continuum map from J. M. Simpson et al.
(in preparation) as blue contours on the panel for source 37 (starting at 3σ and incremented by 2σ ).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The MIPS/radio sample are stacked on the original SPIRE
maps, while for the [O ii] sample we have stacked these sources
on the residual maps constructed by removing all of the de-
blended sources (using a 5σ MIPS/radio-based prior catalog).
These stacked fluxes yield detections in all three SPIRE bands
for both samples, which are also reported in Table 1.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We plot the spatial and redshift distributions of the various
populations inhabiting the z = 1.6 cluster in Figure 1. The
spatial distribution of cluster members shows two dense clumps,
with weaker structures spread across the whole of our survey
region. The scale of this structure is commensurate with that
expected for the progenitor of a massive cluster of galaxies at the
present day (e.g., Governato et al. 1998; Chiang et al. 2013). The
photometric redshift distributions display modest peaks in both
the photometric and far-infrared/submm-detected populations
at the cluster redshift. To test the significance of the peak in the
far-infrared-detected sample within the redshift window we use
to define membership, z = 1.59–1.71, we perform 105 Monte
Carlo simulations perturbing all of the photometric redshifts
by their estimated errors and determining how frequently the
number of sources in this redshift range exceeds that observed.
We find that the observed peak occurs less than 1% of the
time by random chance. In addition, we note that given the
potential contamination of the photometric member sample, it
is reassuring that a generally similar structure is also seen in the
spatial distribution of [O ii]-emitters. However, in this regard
we also note that the more active members of the structure: the
far-infrared galaxies and SMGs as well as the MIPS and radio
sources, are somewhat less concentrated and we discuss this in
more detail in Section 3.3.
3.1. SEDs and Multi-wavelength Properties
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the colors and luminosities of
the different cluster populations. Figure 2 shows a true-color
VK4.5 μm representation of 160 kpc regions around the 31 far-
infrared/submm-detected cluster members. We see that the far-
infrared/submm sources are typically bright with relatively red
colors. Figure 2 also shows that around half of the far-infrared/
submm sources have potential companions on projected scales
of 30–50 kpc, with the 24 μm emission from the system
frequently offset in the direction of these companions. However,
we see little correlation between Lbol and the presence or
separation of these companions.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of probable cluster members
on the (z′ − H )–4.5 μm plane (this combination of filters
corresponds to restframe (U − V )–MH at z ∼ 1.6). This
confirms the tendency for the far-infrared/submm sources to be
brighter and redder than the typical cluster member: at any given
color, the far-infrared/submm sources are some of the brightest
members of the population. Moreover, the far-infrared/submm
sources are preferentially associated with the brightest members
of the cluster population, with the SCUBA-2-detected sources
being among the most luminous cluster galaxies at restframe H
band. This figure also highlights three MIPS-detected sources
that are luminous at restframe H band, but relatively blue; these
are likely to be AGN-dominated systems.
To see how our observations compare with theoretical ex-
pectations, we also plot in Figure 3 the predicted colors and
luminosities of galaxies taken from the Millennium database
(Springel et al. 2005), using the prescription for galaxy evo-
lution from Font et al. (2008). This model is an adaptation of
the Bower et al. (2006) galaxy formation recipe, including the
influence of stripping on the extended gas halos of galaxies in
high-density regions (groups and clusters). To match our survey,
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Figure 3. Observed (z′ − H )-4.5 μm distribution for the confirmed and
probable cluster members identified by their different selection techniques (see
Section 2.4). These observables roughly map to (U − V )-MH in the restframe
at z ∼ 1.6. Most of the photometric members define a blue cloud, which is
also seen in the [O ii] emitters, with the remainder inhabiting a more luminous
and redder clump at (z′ − H ) 1.5. The far-infrared/submm-detected and the
MIPS/radio sources are distributed very differently, with most of them having
redder colors and brighter restframe H-band luminosities than the less-active
populations. We also mark the six statistically associated [O ii] counterparts to
five of the SCUBA-2 sources, which have much bluer colors than the bulk of the
SPIRE/SCUBA-2 counterparts and which we exclude from our analysis (see
Section 2.5). Finally, we compare the distribution of galaxies to that predicted by
the Millennium simulation (see Section 3.1) using the galaxy evolution model
of Font et al. (2008), where the number density of sources in the theoretical
model is shown as contours starting at 5% of the peak density and incremented
by 10%. While the model successfully reproduces the colors of the bulk of the
star-forming galaxies, it clearly underpredicts the number of the reddest and
brightest galaxies, both passive and active.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
we select all halos at z = 1.6 with masses within 10% of the ob-
served mass of Cl 0218.3−0510 (see Section 3.2) and then iden-
tify those galaxies with MH  −19 that are members of these
halos. We contour the number density of galaxies as a function
of their (U − V ) color and restframe H-band absolute magni-
tude, from 5% of the peak density in increments of 10%. We see
broad agreement between the observed and predicted distribu-
tions for the bluer and fainter star-forming galaxies. However, it
is clear that the model predictions do not reproduce the redder
and brighter galaxies, both passive and dusty star-forming. We
expand on this theoretical comparison below.
In Figure 4, we show the far-infrared/submm SEDs for the 22
galaxies that are individually detected in two or more bands by
SPIRE or SCUBA-2. We fit a modified blackbody spectrum with
β = 1.5 to each source to derive the restframe dust temperature,
Td, and integrate the fit to derive the bolometric luminosity,
Lbol, both assuming the source is at z = 1.6. We derive a median
luminosity of this population of Lbol = (1.7±0.3)×1012 L and
a dust temperature of Td = 33.0 ± 1.2 K, with the five SCUBA-
2-detected SPIRE sources being slightly more luminous, but
cooler: Lbol = (2.1 ± 0.3) × 1012 L and Td = 29 ± 4 K.
Details of the fits to the 22 individual sources are given in
Table 1. We note that there is no measurable correlation between
Lbol and 24 μm flux, meaning that the MIPS fluxes of these z =
1.6 ULIRGs cannot be used to reliably infer their far-infrared
luminosities or star-formation rates (SFRs; cf. Tran et al. 2010).
We also note that these modified blackbody fits are expected to
give lower luminosities than fitting template SEDs to the data
and so we have scaled down the template luminosities from
the literature by a factor 1.25 ± 0.01 (Swinbank et al. 2014)
when comparing with our blackbody fits in Figure 5. Finally, we
warn that interferometric studies of single-dish submm sources
have shown that a significant fraction of these comprise blends
of multiple, fainter sources (e.g., Wang et al. 2011; Barger
et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013). If this same effect is present
in our sample it, will influence those measurements where
the multiple SMGs are not all detected in the mid-infrared/
radio wavebands used in our prior catalog. This will affect the
derived luminosities more than the temperatures, as the Td-Lbol
relation means that any lower-redshift, lower-luminosity, and
hence cooler components will have dust SEDs that peak in the
observed frame at similar wavelengths to the more distant, more
luminous, and thus warmer components.
We also show in Figure 4 the equivalent fits to the stacked
far-infrared/submm emission from those MIPS/radio cluster
members that are not individually detected in two or more
bands and the stack of those galaxies from the narrowband
[O ii] emitter sample. As expected, these samples show lower
bolometric luminosities than the individually detected sources.
The MIPS/radio sources have Lbol = 0.4+0.6−0.3 × 1012 L
and Td = 33 ± 6 K and the [O ii] emitters have Lbol =
0.04+0.07−0.03 × 1012 L and Td = 29 ± 5 K.
In Figure 5, we take the distribution of dust temperatures
and bolometric luminosities for the various cluster popula-
tions and compare these with the trends found in both the
local universe and at higher redshifts. We plot the individu-
ally detected SPIRE/SCUBA-2 sources and the stacked re-
sults from the undetected MIPS/radio cluster members and
the [O ii] population. To compare with these, we overplot the
temperature-luminosity trend derived for z ∼ 0 Herschel galax-
ies by Symeonidis et al. (2013), who also adopted β = 1.5,
the selection limit as a function of dust temperature expected
for a source with a constant 250 μm SPIRE flux at z = 1.6,
which roughly defines the selection boundary for our sample
and the distribution of Td–Lbol predicted for the local IRAS pop-
ulation after application of our 250 μm flux limit (Valiante
et al. 2009; see also Chapin et al. 2009). We also plot the
distribution of temperatures/luminosities derived for a sam-
ple of high-redshift, ALMA-detected SMGs from Swinbank
et al. (2014). We see from these that the SPIRE- and SPIRE/
SCUBA-2-detected cluster members have a similar range in
luminosity and temperature to the field population at high red-
shift, with both populations having slightly cooler temperatures,
ΔTd ∼ 5.3 ± 1.6 K than implied by an extrapolation to high
luminosities of the low-redshift Herschel or IRAS temperature-
luminosity trends. In contrast, the stacked SED fits for the less-
active cluster populations are in good agreement with the low-
redshift trend, suggesting a closer similarity in the dust proper-
ties between lower-luminosity sources at high and low redshift
than is seen for the ultraluminous population.
3.2. Mass-normalized Integrated SFR
Figure 5 also shows the bolometric luminosity function for
the various cluster populations from our direct detections and
stacks. For this calculation, we have adopted a survey volume of
1.4 × 105 Mpc3 from Tadaki et al. (2012). This corresponds to a
50 Mpc cube and hence is likely to be an upper limit to the actual
volume spanned by the photometrically defined cluster members
(e.g., Chiang et al. 2013). As a result, we expect that our number
densities will be underestimated, although this statement is
complicated by the competing effects of incompleteness and
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Figure 4. Far-infrared/submm SEDs for the 22 cluster members with two or more detections in the SPIRE and SCUBA-2 wavebands (see also Table 1). We fit a
modified blackbody model, with β = 1.5, to the SPIRE 250, 350, and 500 μm and SCUBA-2 850 μm data points (non-detections are plotted at a flux corresponding
to 1σ ). The median luminosity and temperature of this sample is Lbol = (1.7 ± 0.3) × 1012 L and Td = 33.0 ± 1.2 K. The best-fit models are shown by the solid
curves and the 1σ limits are shown by dotted curves. In addition, we show in the lower right the equivalent fits to the stacked far-infrared/submm emission from those
MIPS/radio cluster members that are not individually detected in more than one band and from the narrowband [O ii] sample. As expected, these samples show lower
bolometric luminosities than the individually detected sources with: MIPS/radio, Lbol = 0.4+0.6−0.3 × 1012 L and Td = 33 ± 6 K; [O ii], LIR = 0.04+0.07−0.03 × 1012 L
and Td = 29 ± 5 K.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 5. Left: the dust temperature-luminosity (Td-Lbol) relation for the active galaxies in the structure around Cl 0218.3−0510. We plot the individual SPIRE and
SCUBA-2 detected ULIRGs and the results from the fits to the stacked fluxes for the narrowband [O ii] emitters and the SPIRE/SCUBA-2 undetected MIPS/radio
sources. We also show the luminosity limit at z = 1.6 as a function of dust temperature for sources at the limit of the SPIRE 250 μm map (9.2 mJy 3σ , dotted line),
the trend found by Symeonidis et al. (2013) for z  1 Herschel galaxies and its dispersion (solid and dashed lines), and contours showing the density distribution
predicted by the model of the local Td-Lbol relation in Valiante et al. (2009) after applying our 250 μm flux limit. The apparent trend at z  1 appears to agree well
with the less-active populations at z = 1.6, but both it and the Valiante distribution appear to predict higher typical Td than observed for the most active, ultraluminous
systems. We caution that the Symeonidis et al. sample is flux limited (in contrast, our survey is effectively volume limited) and this complicates the derivation of this
trend. Right: the luminosity function for SPIRE/SCUBA-2 detected, photometrically selected cluster galaxies along with the points denoting the volume density and
average Lbol from stacking analysis of the [O ii] narrowband emitter population in the cluster and those MIPS/radio source members that are not individually detected
in two or more SPIRE/SCUBA-2 bands. We compare this distribution with the field luminosity functions for a z = 1.2–1.6 250 μm-selected sample from Casey et al.
(2012) and from an ALMA-identified 870 μm-selected sample at z ∼ 2 from Swinbank et al. (2014), finding rough agreement. In both plots, we have scaled down
the luminosities of the comparison samples by 1.25 ± 0.01 to reflect the difference in luminosity measurements based on template fitting (as used in the comparisons)
and the simple modified blackbody fits employed here.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
contamination in our sample (see Section 2.5). Nevertheless,
as we use the same volume for all three cluster populations,
this uncertainty should not strongly affect the relative number
densities derived for the three subsamples.
As expected, Figure 5 shows that the progressively less-active
cluster members have correspondingly higher number densities.
For comparison, we also plot two high-redshift samples: a
250 μm-selected field sample from Casey et al. (2012) lying
at similar redshifts to our cluster sample, z = 1.2–1.6, and
the ALMA-identified z ∼ 2 870 μm-selected sample from
Swinbank et al. (2014). At the bright end, the luminosities
and space densities of the individually far-infrared/submm-
detected cluster sources are comparable to those derived for
similar luminosity field populations at z ∼ 1.5, although the
faint end is relatively flat (for this reason, the contrast of
the cluster population against the field is greatest for the
more luminous SPIRE/SCUBA-2 sources; Figure 1), while the
median luminosities and number densities derived for the less-
active cluster populations broadly follow the form of the z ∼
1.5 field population from Casey et al. (2012).
To investigate the overall level of star-formation activity in
Cl 0218.3−0510 compared with other clusters, we show in
Figure 6 the variation in the mass-normalized SFR in clusters
as a function of redshift, compared to similarly derived far-
infrared-detected samples from Popesso et al. (2012), see also
Alberts et al. (2014). To determine the mass-normalized SFR
for Cl 0218.3−0510, we use the same criteria as employed by
Popesso et al. (2012) and integrate the total bolometric emission
in our sample from sources with luminosities above 1011 L
and lying within 2 Mpc of the cluster center (see Figure 1),
converting this to a SFR following Kennicutt (1998). We
derive an integrated SFR, from the far-infrared/submm detected
sources and MIPS/radio sources, of 650 ± 370 M yr−1, where
the uncertainty is dominated by the potential contamination
from interlopers. We caution that this emission arises from
just five sources within the 2 Mpc region and so there is
significant uncertainty in the total: 80% is contributed by the
two SPIRE-detected sources, 15% from a single MIPS/radio
source (undetected in SPIRE), and 5% from two [O ii] emitters
with inferred luminosities above 1011 L. For the normalizing
mass, we adopt the cluster mass estimate from Pierre et al.
(2012) of 7.7 × 1013 M. Combining these, we estimate a
mass-normalized SFR within the central 2 Mpc of 800 ±
500 yr−1 in units of 10−14 M−1 and show this in Figure 6.
As can be seen from Figure 6, Cl 0218.3−0510 lies at a higher
redshift than any of the structures studied by Popesso et al.
(2012) and also displays a higher mass-normalized SFR than
any of their clusters (although close to the highest-redshift
example from Popesso et al.). The cluster also lies somewhat
above the predicted evolutionary trend from Popesso et al.
(2012), with the observed trend being closer to (1 + z)7 (Cowie
et al. 2004; Geach et al. 2006) and supports claims of an
order-of-magnitude enhancement in the level of star formation
activity in overdense regions at z ∼ 1.5, compared with
z ∼ 0.5–1.
3.3. Environment and Galaxy Formation
As we saw from Figure 1, the projected distribution of the
photometric members around Cl 0218.3−0510 shows signifi-
cant structure on the sky, which is also seen in the distribution
of narrowband [O ii] emitters from the survey of Tadaki et al.
(2012). The good agreement between the distribution of [O ii]-
emitting members, which should be relatively free from con-
tamination by interlopers, and the photometric redshift sample
suggests that the latter is a relatively clean tracer of the integrated
galaxy density within the structure. Both samples indicate that
the structure includes two dense peaks and a number of less
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Figure 6. Evolution of the mass-normalized SFR (for galaxies more luminous
that LFIR = 1011 L) in clusters and groups as a function of redshift. We
plot Cl 0218.3−0510 and the data from Popesso et al. (2012). This shows that
this z = 1.62 cluster extends the trend for higher mass-normalized SFRs out
to the highest redshifts. The cross-hatched region shows the fitted trend from
Popesso et al. (2012) for clusters of galaxies and the solid line shows the (1+z)7
evolution proposed by Geach et al. (2006), based on the field evolution of
luminous infrared galaxies found by Cowie et al. (2004). We see that the strong
evolution implied by the latter model is a better fit to the high-redshift systems
than the trend proposed by Popesso et al. The lower error on the Cl 0218.3−0510
data point indicates the reduction in integrated SFR that occurs if we remove
the brightest source from the sample (to reflect the potential contamination
of the sample by unrelated sources), while the upper error shows the result
of including lower-luminosity, star-forming galaxies in the structure from the
narrowband [O ii] survey of Tadaki et al. (2012).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
dense clumps of galaxies. However, the spatial distribution of
the more active cluster populations appears more uniform, with
most of these sources residing in intermediate- or low-density
environments.
To provide a more quantitative comparison of the environ-
ments of the different populations, we plot in Figure 7 the
distribution of bolometric luminosity as a function of galaxy
density for the different cluster members. For the narrowband
[O ii] population, we have scaled their Lbol to agree with the
stacked detection shown in Figure 4. We use the surface density
of the photometric members, smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
with a FWHM of 1.7 Mpc from Figure 1 to define the environ-
ment on the grounds that it is independent of the populations
we wish to test (although we note that two of our subsamples
do require photometric redshifts to assign their membership)
and it provides a robust measure of the global environment of
the sources. The alternative approach of determining the den-
sity using the Nth nearest neighbor (e.g., Tran et al. 2010) will
tend to provide a more local measure of the density and as a
result is more sensitive to contamination from interlopers than
the smoothed density field.
Figure 7 shows that the [O ii] population extends to higher
galaxy densities than the more active, far-infrared/submm
population, as well as the remaining individually undetected
MIPS/radio sources—with few of the most active galaxies
lying in the highest density regions. Hence, comparing the
mean environmental density of the [O ii] emitters, we estimate
a local density of 13.4 ± 0.5 galaxies Mpc−2, versus 11.8 ±
0.2 Mpc−2 for the combined sample of far-infrared/submm
luminous galaxies. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test indicates a
Figure 7. Variation in bolometric luminosity of sources with environment in the
structure associated with Cl 0218.3−0510, parameterized by the galaxy density.
We show the individual SPIRE/SCUBA-2 selected members, the remaining far-
infrared/submm-undetected MIPS/radio sources (and the median stack of the
latter as a large filled circle), and the narrowband [O ii] population (with their
individual Lbol determined from their [O ii] luminosities and a scaling factor
derived from the stacked detection of this sample from Figure 4 and plotted here
as the large filled square). The error bars on the stacked points represent the
density range of each sample and the 1σ uncertainties on their Lbol. The local
galaxy density is determined from the smoothed distribution of photometrically
selected probable cluster members shown in Figure 1. We also plot as a gray
wedge a linear fit and the 1σ uncertainties to the running mean trend of Lbol
for the star-forming populations with galaxy surface density, which shows a
factor of ∼3 decline in characteristic Lbol over a factor of two range in local
galaxy density. We show the median density for the passive cluster galaxies
plotted in Figure 8 (using the color selection of Papovich et al. 2012), where
these galaxies have been given an arbitrary Lbol value. It can be seen that the
most active galaxies reside in a distinct environment from these passive systems.
Finally, we overplot the expected variation in mean SFR in a matched population
of galaxies in clusters at z = 1.6 from the Millennium database using the Font
et al. (2008) prescription for galaxy formation (we show representative error
bars on the trend). We see that the model shows no decline in mean SFR with
environment in halos at this epoch, in contrast with the observations.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
1.1% chance that the two samples are drawn from the same
underlying population. This trend suggests that the highest
density regions in this z = 1.6 structure are devoid of the
most actively star-forming galaxies, which instead are found
in intermediate density environments. To quantify the extent of
this environment effect, if we fit a linear relation to the running
mean of Lbol for the star-forming populations with galaxy surface
density, we find a factor of ∼3 decline in characteristic Lbol over
a factor of two range in local galaxy density. Indeed, even though
we did not include them in the running mean, we see that this
trend of activity with environment extends to the color-selected
passive galaxies, which are preferentially found in the highest-
density regions (Figure 7).
We again compare our observations with the theoretical
expectations from the Millennium simulation in Figure 7. We
use the same selection for the model predictions as we adopted
earlier, using the Font et al. (2008) prescription for galaxy
evolution and then selecting all galaxies with MH  −19
that lie in halos at z = 1.6 with masses within 10% of the
observed mass of Cl 0218.3−0510. We then use the two-
dimensional density of these galaxies, smoothed with a 1.7 Mpc
FWHM Gaussian, to estimate the local galaxy densities for
those sources with SFRs of 1 M yr−1 (derived from their
predicted Hα luminosities in the database), roughly matching
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Figure 8. Left: the observed IRAC 4.5 μm magnitude distribution for the various cluster populations within the central 4 Mpc diameter region of the cluster:
SPIRE/SCUBA-2 detected, narrowband [O ii], and photometric redshift selected. We also plot in gray the distribution of passive cluster galaxies using the color
selection of Papovich et al. (2012). These are comparable in apparent restframe H-band luminosity to the far-infrared/submm-detected cluster ULIRGs, but they are
expected to fade less to the present day and so will correspond to intrinsically more luminous galaxies at z ∼ 0. Both the passive and cluster ULIRGs are brighter than
the bulk of the [O ii] and photometrically selected samples. Right: we show as the gray solid histogram the predicted z ∼ 0 combined distribution of the descendants
of the SPIRE/SCUBA-2 and passive cluster members from the left-hand panel, compared with the observed absolute H-band magnitude distribution of local elliptical
galaxies from Poggianti et al. (2013). The fading of the two populations is predicted to be ΔMH ∼ 3.3 for the SPIRE/SCUBA-2 sources assuming they are seen
halfway through a 100 Myr burst at z = 1.62 and ΔMH ∼ 1.4 for the passive populations, adopting a formation epoch of z ∼ 2.5 consistent with the bulk of the field
SMG population (Simpson et al. 2014). This means that the present-day luminosities of the passive population at z = 1.6 match those of the brighter half of the local
ellipticals, while the z = 1.6 ULIRGs fade to become the fainter half of the elliptical population at z ∼ 0. The reader should be aware that the relative normalization
of the distributions is arbitrary.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
the selection limit of the [O ii] narrowband survey of this field
(Figure 7). We assume a ∼50% completeness in the selection
of cluster members and so reduce the inferred number densities
by a factor of two. Finally, we calculate the running mean of
the SFR as a function of local galaxy density and plot this
in Figure 7. The model provides a reasonable match to the
measured galaxy densities and mean SFR (although, in common
with most theoretical galaxy formation models, it struggles to
match the most luminous star-forming systems). However, it
shows no significant variation in mean SFR with environment,
in contrast to the decline seen in the observations in the higher-
density regions.
Tran et al. (2010) and Tadaki et al. (2012) have both
studied the environmental trends in star-forming galaxies within
Cl 0218.3−0510 and have drawn conclusions that appear at
first sight to be at variance with our findings. Tadaki et al.
found no evidence for a variation with environment in the
typical SFR of star-forming galaxies identified in their [O ii]
narrowband survey. As can be seen from Figure 7, we see the
same result using our estimates of environment, in that the SFRs
for the typically low-luminosity [O ii] population do not vary
with environment, with the trend for lower average SFRs being
driven by the small number of individually more luminous far-
infrared sources that are absent in the highest-density regions.
We conclude therefore that the results of Tadaki et al. and our
results are consistent and point to an increasing environmental
sensitivity in galaxies with higher SFRs.
Turning to the Tran et al. (2010) study, this used MIPS 24 μm
observations of 17 sources from a sample of ∼100 photometric
and spectroscopically identified members in the central regions
of the cluster to infer an increase in the fraction of strongly star-
forming galaxies with increasing local density. This is in the
opposite sense to the trend we see and we attribute this to one of
three potential causes. First, our catalog of far-infrared/submm
sources (drawn from a 30 × larger area than that analyzed
by Tran et al.) could either suffer significant contamination
from non-members, which would appear predominantly in the
lower-density regions, or the incompleteness in our selection
could mean we are missing far-infrared/submm bright members
in the higher-density regions. Both of these effects would
reduce/remove any trend of increasing activity in higher-density
regions. However, we discount the latter as there are few
candidate far-infrared/submm sources at any redshift seen in
projection within the higher-density regions. This leaves dilution
due to contamination as a potential source of the disagreement,
although we note that this would imply a much lower level of
far-infrared/submm activity in this structure than suggested by
either the trend in Figure 6 or the visibility of the structure
in the redshift distribution of far-infrared/submm sources in
Figure 1. Hence, we next consider the other two explanations,
the first of which arises from the fact that Tran et al.’s study
relies on 24 μm luminosity (restframe 9 μm) to infer SFRs.
As we have discussed earlier, this is an uncertain assumption
at z ∼ 1.6 owing to the mix of continuum, PAH emission, and
silicate absorption included in the MIPS passband and indeed
we see no correlation at all between 24 μm flux and far-infrared
luminosity for the sources in our sample. Hence, the trend
observed by Tran et al. could have its origin in variations in either
SFR, AGN contribution, or hot/cold dust luminosity ratio with
environment (e.g., Rawle et al. 2012). In addition, Tran et al.
used the 10th nearest neighbor in their sample to determine
the galaxy density in their analysis; this provides a more local
estimate of environment (on ∼100 kpc scales in the densest
regions) than our use of the density field of photometrically
selected members smoothed on 1.6 Mpc scales and it is also
more sensitive to contamination by interlopers in the galaxy
sample. Nevertheless, if we adopt their approach, we find that
some of the far-infrared/submm sources appear to reside in
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denser environments, especially when using a smaller number
of neighbors to assess the environment (e.g., 5th nearest). Thus,
the behavior that Tran et al. see may be driven by small-scale
density enhancements in the very local environment of the most
active galaxies, rather than providing an indication of enhanced
activity in higher-density environments when defined on a larger
scale. Indeed, such small-scale associations of galaxies could be
responsible for triggering the activity in the far-infrared/submm
sources through interactions and mergers. We conclude that the
discrepancy between our results and those in Tran et al. may have
its origin in either the small size of their study, their reliance on
restframe 9 μm luminosity to infer SFR, or their use of a local
measure of environment, which is more sensitive to transient,
small-scale clustering than our global measure.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While we have seen that there is an enhanced level of star
formation activity in the z = 1.6 cluster Cl 0218.3−0510,
compared with clusters at lower redshifts, we can also test if
that activity is occurring in the densest regions of the cluster
(as claimed by Tran et al. 2010). Theoretical models suggest
that phase space is conserved during the hierarchical collapse of
structures, implying that the densest parts of the structure at high
redshift will correspond to the densest regions in its descendant
in the local universe. These regions are populated by some of
the oldest and most massive elliptical galaxies (e.g., Smith et al.
2012) and if the ultraluminous activity we see at high redshift is
similarly associated with the densest parts of the structures, this
would be an indication that we are seeing the formation phase
of the oldest elliptical galaxies within these systems.
As Figure 7 illustrates, in this z= 1.6 structure we actually see
that the most active, ultraluminous star-forming galaxies inhabit
lower-density environments, while a population of apparently
passive galaxies has already been built up in the highest-
density regions. But are these galaxies passive because they
have exhausted their gas reservoirs or has this gas been removed
by environmental processes operating in these high-density
regions? The comparison with the Font et al. model in Figure 7 is
informative in this regard. Their model supplements the standard
hierarchical suppression of star formation in satellite galaxies
in high-density regions (as they are no longer the central galaxy
of a halo of cooling gas) with additional stripping of extended
gas reservoirs in their halos (termed “strangulation”), but this
is clearly not sufficient to suppress the predicted activity in
these regions. This failure is evident in both the lack of any
variation in mean SFR with environment in Figure 7 and through
the relative absence of luminous, red galaxies in the model
predictions shown in Figure 3. We therefore suggest that the lack
of activity in the passive population we observe in the highest-
density regions of Cl 0218.3−0510 is because these galaxies
have exhausted their gas reservoirs, rather than because the
gas has been removed via an externally driven environmental
process. Other processes are thus needed to suppress the star
formation in these galaxies, for example feedback from AGNs,
as suggested for the passive red galaxy population in a z =
1.46 cluster by Hayashi et al. (2011), which could aid in the
removal of their gas reservoirs. Overall, we propose that we are
not seeing the initial phase of formation of cluster ellipticals
in Cl 0218.3−0510, which must instead have occurred at an
earlier epoch, as suggested by studies of z  2 protoclusters
(e.g., Geach et al. 2005; Chapman et al. 2009).
While the theoretical galaxy evolution models may not
reproduce the details of the galaxy populations in this high-
redshift cluster, we can still use the Millennium simulation to
indicate the likely present-day descendant of this z = 1.62
structure and so link our observations to local populations.
We search the simulation for z = 0 halos that had masses of
Mcl ∼ 7.7 × 1013 M at z = 1.6 and derive a mean mass of
these of Mcl = (5 ± 3) × 1014 M, where the error is the 1σ
scatter. This indicates that the cluster mass will grow by a factor
of ∼6× on average between z = 1.6 and the present day. So,
can we empirically relate the galaxy populations we see at z =
1.6 to those of similarly, massive clusters today?
We begin by investigating the relationship between the far-
infrared/submm sources and the other cluster populations;
we show in Figure 8 the 4.5 μm magnitude distributions
for the different populations within a 4 Mpc diameter region
centered on Cl 0218.3−0510 (Figure 1). As expected from
Figure 3, the far-infrared/submm detected sources are brighter
in the restframe H band (median H band absolute magnitude
of MH = −23.6 ± 0.6) than the narrowband [O ii] emitters
or the photometric redshift sample (median H band absolute
magnitudes of MH = −21.6 ± 1.1 and MH = −21.2 ± 1.2,
respectively). We also compare these distributions with the pas-
sive cluster population in the z= 1.6 structure, selected using the
zJ4.5 μm color criteria for passive galaxies from Papovich et al.
(2012), which have MH = −22.9 ± 0.3. Interestingly, these
passive galaxies have comparable restframe H-band luminosi-
ties to the far-infrared/submm population. However, the latter
galaxies—which are currently in a very active phase—are ex-
pected to fade more than those galaxies that are already passive at
z = 1.6 and so will correspond to intrinsically lower-luminosity
galaxies at the present day, assuming that neither population
undergoes a subsequent phase of significant star formation or
merging.
To illustrate the possible subsequent evolution of these
populations, we also show in Figure 8 a qualitative prediction
for the relative absolute H-band magnitude distributions for
the descendants of the SPIRE/SCUBA-2 and passive cluster
members at z ∼ 0. The fading of the far-infrared/submm
sources is expected to be ΔMH ∼ 3.3, assuming that they
are seen halfway through a 100 Myr burst at z = 1.6 (this is
the canonical duration of SMGs; e.g., Hickox et al. 2012). In
contrast, the passive population at z = 1.6 will fade by only
ΔMH ∼ 1.4, adopting a formation epoch of z ∼ 2.5 consistent
with the bulk of the field SMG population (Simpson et al.
2014). Figure 8 compares these two faded populations with the
observed absolute H-band magnitude distribution of a volume-
limited survey of local elliptical galaxies with morphological
classifications from Poggianti et al. (2013). We see that the
effects of the differential fading of the ULIRGs and passive
populations since z = 1.6 means that the passive galaxies are
a good match for the luminosities of the brightest ∼50% of
elliptical galaxies at z ∼ 0, while the ULIRG population from
Cl 0218.3−0510 has faded further and these galaxies now match
the fainter half of the distribution of ellipticals seen locally.
Given the different spatial distributions of these two populations
within Cl 0218.3−0510, we would also expect this difference in
formation age to remain, with the more luminous ellipticals
in the cores of massive clusters today being older than the
somewhat less luminous systems further out (e.g., Smith et al.
2012).
The main conclusions of this work are:
1. We combined SCUBA-2 submm and Herschel far-infrared
imaging of a ∼0.25 deg2 area containing the z = 1.62 clus-
ter Cl 0218.3−0510. We use these data, in conjunction
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with Spitzer mid-infrared and VLA radio observations
and photometric and spectroscopic redshifts, to identify
far-infrared/submm bright galaxies that are probable mem-
bers of the structure around this high-redshift cluster. We
show that ALMA Cycle 1 observations of one of the pro-
posed identifications confirms that the submm emission
arises from a MIPS/radio source with a photometric red-
shift of zphot = 1.67.
2. We find that these far-infrared/submm-bright members
have ULIRG-like luminosities and comprise some of the
brightest and reddest cluster galaxies in the restframe
optical/near-infrared. Their restframe near-infrared magni-
tudes are comparable to the brightest passive galaxies seen
in the core regions of the z = 1.6 cluster, with MH ∼ −23.
3. We determine the dust temperature-luminosity relation
for the various classes of active galaxies in the cluster,
using modified blackbody fits to the individual far-infrared/
submm-detected sources and fits to the stacked photometry
of the less-active MIPS/radio sources and [O ii] emitters.
We find that the latter two samples of lower-luminosity
sources, Lbol  1010−11 L, lie on the local Td-Lbol relation,
but that the far-infrared/submm-detected sources, with Lbol
 1012 L, are some ΔTd ∼ 5.3 ± 1.6 K cooler on average
than comparable luminosity galaxies at z ∼ 0.
4. By integrating the total SFR in all galaxy populations with
bolometric luminosities 1011 L, we derive a total mass-
normalized SFR of 800 ± 500 yr−1 (in units of 10−14 M−1 )
within the central 2 Mpc. This mass-normalized SFR is
an order of magnitude higher than seen in typical z ∼
0.5–1 clusters and indicates a continued increase in the
star formation activity in clusters out to the earliest epochs
probed.
5. Comparing the spatial distribution of the far-infrared/
submm bright members with less active galaxy populations
in the structure, we find that the most active galaxies are
not found in the densest regions, which are instead traced
by luminous galaxies with colors consistent with passive
stellar populations at z ∼ 1.6. This is consistent with a
scenario where the activity we observe relates to infall of
galaxies onto a pre-existing cluster core, which already
contains a population of passive, but luminous galaxies.
We show that a toy model for the subsequent evolution
of the passive and active populations in Cl 0218.3−0510
matches the H-band luminosity distribution of elliptical
galaxies at the present day, with the most active galaxies
at z = 1.6 corresponding to the formation phase of some
of the fainter elliptical galaxies seen at z ∼ 0. If correct,
this places the earliest phase of the formation of (the most
massive) cluster ellipticals at z  1.6, possibly extending
out to z ∼ 5 (Simpson et al. 2014).
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